Business Meeting

CG Week, June 22-26, 2020

Zürich, Switzerland
Thanks to

- CG Week organizers
- SoCG PC
- Media committee
- YRF committee
- Workshops committee
- Challenge committee
- Proceedings chair (Matias Korman)

- all of you!
... on behalf of the CG Steering committee:

▶ Mark de Berg
▶ Erin Chambers (secretary)
▶ Michael Hoffmann
▶ Joe Mitchell (treasurer)
▶ Bettina Speckmann
▶ Monique Teillaud (chair)
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the CG Steering committee:

Soon renewed after last elections

- Mark de Berg
- Sándor Fekete
- Michael Hoffmann
- Matya Katz
- Bettina Speckmann
- Yusu Wang
Business Meeting Schedule

- CG Week 2020
- CG Week 2021
- CG Week 2022
- Votes on policy
- The Society for CG
- Announcement: TJCDCG³ 2020
- Open Access journals
CG Week 2020

- Organization: Michael Hoffmann 5 min
- SoCG: Sergio Cabello and Danny Chen 5 min
- Media: Satyan Devadoss 3 min
- Workshops: Jeff Phillips 3 min
- YRF: Michael Kerber 3 min
- Challenge: Sándor Fekete 3 min
CG Week 2021

► SoCG PC co-chairs: Kevin Buchin and Éric Colin de Verdière

CG Week 2021

- Media chair: Valentin Polishchuk
- YRF chair: Haitao Wang
- Workshops chair: Jie Gao
- CG Challenge committee: Sándor Fekete, Joe Mitchell
- Proceedings chair: Irina Kostitsyna
- Organizing committee: Jinhui Xu, Buffalo 5 min
CG Week 2021 - Test-of-Time Award

Committee
▶ Pankaj Agarwal
▶ Danny Halperin
▶ Raimund Seidel

Timeline
▶ Call for nominations: soon
▶ Deadline for nomination: mid-December 2020
▶ Notification: February 2021
▶ Award presentation: CGWeek 2021
CG Week 2022

- SoCG PC co-chairs: Xavier Goaoc and Michael Kerber
CG Week 2022

- SoCG PC co-chairs: Xavier Goaoc and Michael Kerber
- Bid: Wolfgang Mulzer, Berlin 5 min
- Other bids?
Policy Votes

Two Topics discussed at Discussion Forum

▶ Submission Regulations
  ► allow submission by PC members
  ► anonymize submissions

*Creation of Task Force Voted in - led by Erin Chambers*
New measures, if later voted in by the community, would take effect only after electronic vote on their proposals
not for 2021
2022?

▶ Remote Participation
*Creation of Task Force Voted in - led by Sándor Fekete*
Open Access CG journals

- Information:
  - Creation of a Task Force working towards a new CG Journal
  - Open Access alternative to IJCGA (likely closing soon) and CGTA
  - David Eppstein, Marc van Kreveld (chair), Wolfgang Mulzer
Open Access CG journals

Information:
Creation of a Task Force working towards a new CG Journal
  - Open Access alternative to IJCGA (likely closing soon) and CGTA
  - David Eppstein, Marc van Kreveld (chair), Wolfgang Mulzer

JoCG: Pat Morin 3 min
Call for feedback:
  - # open-access-journals on discord
  - Managing editors jocg@jocg.org
    (Joachim Gudmundsson, Pat Morin, Monique Teillaud)